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Why WORTH?
SMEs play a crucial role to reach the strategic objectives of Europe.
Although they are considered pivotal for growth and employment, their competitiveness is somehow hampered by their
limited exploitation of the international opportunities .
In this context, the programme for the competitiveness of the Small and Medium Size enterprises-COSME has as main
objective to support the development and strengthen the competitiveness of the European SMEs as innovation drivers.

What is WORTH about?
WORTH Partnership Project II is funded by the COSME Programme of
the European Union.
It creates and supports transnational collaborations between designers,
creative people, manufacturing enterprises (SMEs), crafters/makers and
technology firms looking to develop design-driven and innovative
products.
WORTH Partnership Project II is the second edition of the programme,
which ran from 2017 to 2021.
The first call of WORTH is linked to the New European Bauhaus
including its three core values: Beautiful, Sustainable and Inclusive.

WORTH I figures and facts
Throughout 4 years, 152 partnership projects have benefited from an
incubation programme to develop new ideas.
>2.600 partners registered

462 applications submitted

978 applicants


from 36 countries





960 transparent evaluations

1st Call “Hollow: a lie story”
Angela Ciobanu
(RO)&Innovarty (ES)

WORTH led to the construction of sustainable partnerships
6 of every 10 partners continue working together, which
demonstrates how successful WORTH has been in triggering
the formation of long-lasting business collaborations and
developing ventures-building capacity

3rd call “Minta”
Orsi Orban (DE) &Makerspace.Hu (HU)

WORTH II benefits
200 partnerships will be selected in three calls for proposals.
The support offered within this incubation programme is:








Presence in media, advertising and social networks;
Funding of 10.000 up to 20.000€;
A tailored-made mentoring programme;
Participation in two international events to showcase the developed products
Participation in networking activities
Professional links provision
Visibility of participants profile in the WORTH gallery
WORTH I 3rd Call “Reframd”
Reframd (DE) & Castor Sunglasses (ES)

Who can participate?
Legal entities forming a consortium could include:








SME under the EU definition (Staff headcount <250 and either Turnover<=
€50M or Balance sheet total <=€43M). SME companies must be legally
established for at least six months prior to the signature of the partnership
agreement.
Self-employed professionals. They must be legally established
according to the laws of each participating country, as of the signature of
the grant agreement, and at least during the whole duration of their
project implementation.
Private non-profit organisations.
Private for-profit organisations.
Other entities, such as: universities, research centres, design labs etc
if justified as relevant to the Partnership Project.

WORTH I2nd Call “Amalgama”
Leandro Cano (ES) & Mastelas (ES) & Label-Graine (FR)

Who can form a partnership?







Applications must be submitted by partnerships consisting of minimum two and
maximum three eligible partners.
Partnerships must be transnational, meaning that members must come from at least 2
different EU or COSME associated countries or United Kingdom.
Each partnership will nominate a lead applicant. The lead applicant can only be an SME or
a self-employed professional.
At least two of the following roles must be represented in the partnership:
i) designer/creative; Mandatory for each eligible partnership
ii) manufacturer/crafter/maker,
iii) technology developer/technology supplier/technology owner;
Partnerships must address solutions for the eligible lifestyle industry sectors:
fashion&textile, footwear, Leather&fur, furniture&home decoration, jewellery and
accessories

WORTH I 2nd Call “Using Leather waste to
manufacture shoe heels employing traditional
techniques”
Gabriella Veszpremi (HU) & Inpelsa (ES)

Who can form a partnership?





While one partner can participate in several submitted applications, he/she can only
be involved in one selected/awarded partnership proposal per call.
Already awarded under previous WORTH calls can participate in WORTH II only if the
project idea is completely different from the one awarded in the previous WORTH
edition.
The technology provider/owner/supplier must own or have the right to freely use the
relevant technologies to be applied.

WORTH I 3rd Call “Seismic Garment”
Moon Rivas (UK) & Montserrat Ciges (ES)&
Adriana Cabrera (DE)

How to form a partnership?
You can participate if:



You have an idea and already have a partner to work
with.
You have an idea, but do not know a partner.

You can use the WORTH gallery to find your partner
We can help you to find the right one
projects@worthproject.eu
WORTH I 3rd Call “No/thing”
Invaerso (IT) & Turnia (PO)& The Silversnith (MT)

How to apply?

STEP I- Registration
All partners must complete the registration form individually
STEP II- Find a partner

You can login and access WORTH gallery to look for a potential partner
If you don’t find a suitable partner you may request our support for the matching
projects@worthproject.eu
If you already have a partner you may go ahead with the next step
STEP III-Submit your proposal
The leader must login and submit the application package:
-Complete the Application Form
-Dossier including sketches, drawings and a preliminary business plan
-Portfolio of the applicants
-Video story

WORTHI 3rd Call “Minta”
Orsi Orban (DE) & Makerspace.Hu (HU)

Apply now!!!
The first call for proposals:

opened on the 19th October 2021
and
closes on the 2nd February 2022

WORTH I 3rd Call “Mapu Preto.O som da Terra”
Documentary Desig (DE) & Artantiga (PT)SoundHub Denmark (DK)

WORTH PARTNERSHIP PROJECT
Inspiring innovation through creative
connections across Europe
www.worthproject.eu
info@worthproject.eu
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